
I know for a fact that if we give them the 
room and chance to show their colours, 

they will in return be able to look at life in 
a different way without having to be hid-

ing in their homes 
fearing us. Some-
times they teach 

us better lessons 
than we do to the 

world. They show us 
how that there is 

something called faith 
to hold on to, hope to 

get through another 
day and make life sim-

ple and worth living
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Savithri Rodrigo explaining the show as Chammi Dias 
explains in sign language
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A face can bring out so 
many emotions, char-
acteristics and the 

personality of anyone. From a smile 
to the lift of an eyebrow so much can 

be read and so much can be cherished 
or learnt about them. Each and every one 

of us is born with some gift, be it inborn, 
passed on from generation or learning it 

along the way. 
As talent builds in us, it’s not everyone who sees 

our talent the way we see it and feel it. With a little 
push and encouragement somehow, some people 

build their courage and showcase their gifts. But 
then there are the ones who are born with immense 

talent but are shunned for their disability to be ‘normal’. 
There are people like you and me who can walk, 

jump, talk, see, hear, feel and be considered 
‘a normal human being’. But then there are 

the ones who come into the world minus 
something in their body – hard of hearing, 

unable to talk, blind to the world, limbs frozen 
stiff from birth or born to a family that aban-

dons them for their ‘disability’.

make a change
I believe that every human being in this 
world, is destined to make a change 
and do something better for the world. 
And all this was proven right when 
these special children got on stage to 
prove to the world that there is no 
such thing as ‘differently-abled’ if you 
give them the change to live life just 
like you and me.
Sunera Foundation recently organized 
an evening of drama by their ‘Special’ actors at 
the Lionel Wendt Theatre. The event featured 
three short plays – Heena Aragenama (Sto-
len Dreams), Wasangatha Pettiya (Goggle 
Box) and Sathaka Sita (Green Fields). 
The show was compered by Savithri Rodri-
go with Chammi Dias who compered in sign 
language and explaining to the audience as 
to how much time these young talented actors took to show 
what they are capable of for our eyes.
The first drama was Heena Aragenama (Stolen Dreams) and it 
featured the life of young orphaned girls living a life of cruel 
treatment and mental depression from the Mean Madam run-
ning the orphanage. The girls’ daily routine consists of 
cleaning up their ‘home’, washing clothes and other things. 

Chance for Freedom
One day while just chilling out they come across a paper 
that tells them about how people who they can get the 
chance to have their freedom from people like their 
Madam. As this happens…the lady makes her 

entrance and asks why they are not doing any work 
and then walks away with a huff. As soon as she 

leaves…the girls get together and begin writing a 
letter explaining their ill-fate to the address 

given in the paper and with the help from 
someone outside, they send the letter. The 

scene changes to Mean Madam with her 
PA telling the girls that she is meeting 

some big people and that the oldest 
girl is chosen for hand in marriage to 

them. 
As the Mean Madam greets the 

bug people, they as means of 
‘dowry’ give a lofty amount 

to her. The scene then 
comes to the girls all 

crying as they 
help their 

f r i e n d 

escape. Soon after, we see a man dressed in a suit walking in with 
a bandaged girl who we see is the older girl from the orphanage. 
He then arrests the Mean Madam and freeing the girls from her 
imprisonment. 

Tom Tom beater
The second play was truly one of my favourites out of the three 
plays. Wasangatha Pettiya (Goggle Box) was the story of how the 
Tom Tom beater who was the man who broke the announcements 
from the big guys to the town folks of the changes in the city etc. 
Well as the Tom Tom beater enters the town, two of the villagers 
come and tell him that they he is of no service anymore as a new 
thing called the “television” has come into their lives. The scene 
then changes to one particular family’s living room where a deliv-
ery is made and a big flat screen TV is set up for them (in which 
the audience bursts out with laughter). The haminey calls his fam-
ily and they gather around the TV and enter into a new realm with 
a push of a button. 
A lady enters the screen and introduces herself and explains what 
they can experience with the TV. Then soon, the young boy gets 
bored and changes the channel to a music channel where the 
mother, sister and he start dancing nonstop to the dismay of their 
father who grabs the remote and changes it to pirith (where two 
‘special’ boys dressed up as monks began chanting pirith and 

really lightened up everyone in the audience). 
Then again the war of the remote takes place and channels 

are just flipped one after the 
other when the father finally 
decides to shut off the televi-
sion and tell everyone to go 
mind their business. Soon we 
see some villagers with bill-
boards of a certain TV channel 
and been greeted by that TV 
crew. Similar to a reality pro-
gramme, the TV Crew asks 
viewers what is their favourite 
channel and after a few guess-
es, the guess the correct one 
and win a bag of (useless) 
goodies. The scene changes 
to our Tom Tom beater who is 
sitting along with his drum 

and moping. Then the villagers 
ask him why he is like and he 

explains how after the Goggle Box came, he has no job and 
depressed. The scene then changes to everyone dancing around. 

Protecting the environment
The third play Sathaka Sita (Green Friends) showcased a story of 
how people treat the environment. They showed people coming all 
dressed up to a street corner and when no one is looking dump 
the garbage bag and dash for it, then you can see people just 
walking around throwing stuff on the ground and walking away. 
The scene slowly changes to a house party where a lady is serv-
ing drinks and people are all drinking, dancing and making a mess 
of the house. The host in the end has to clean up all the mess and 
throws all the plastic plates and cups in the dump. We then move 
to the bus stand where we see a mother and son waiting for the 
bus when flying start swarming around with a stench making 
bystanders hard to breathe. Soon we see people dying as they 
have no love for the environment and the a God appearing and 
spreading the message of protecting the environment and making 
it a healthier place for all living beings to be in. 
With that note, it was the end of the show while in between we got 
some beautiful dance performances by these special people who 
are indeed no different but very much better than us in every man-
ner possible. You can see the true happiness in their faces when 
they come on stage without any butterflies in the stomach and ask 
us to enjoy the show. Then to see the smiles and joy when they are 
given the chance to come on stage show all the life they got in 
their soul is just heartwarming. Even the ones who can’t hear 
moved with grace with the feel of vibration coming through the 
soles of their feet.
I know for a fact that if we give them the room and chance to show 
their colours, they will in return be able to look at life in a different 
way without having to be hiding in their homes fearing us. Some-
times they teach us better lessons than we do to the world. They 
show us how that there is something called faith to hold on to, 
hope to get through another day and make life simple and worth 

living. Only we can help them keep their faith going strong 
and if anyone of you would like to give a lending hand 

then log on www.sunerafoundation.org to see 
how you can make a ‘difference’.
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